Label Holders from AIGNER LABEL HOLDER

for PALLET RACKING, SHELVING, WAREHOUSE LABELING

**HOL•DEX**
- Durable, tubular, clear matte plastic.
- Self-Adhesive or Magnetic options.
- Barcode compatible, UV finish in 8 widths.

**SUPER•SCAN**
- Barcode compatible, UV treated.
- Self-Adhesive or Magnetic options.
- Premium "Gold" Line with full backings.

**Slip ‘N Stik™**
- Snap-In & Self-Adhesive options.
- Flexible soft plastic hinge.
- Holds anything up to .100" thick.

**Slip•Strip™**
- Top or Bottom loading self-adhesive holder.
- Barcode compatible with clear front and white back. Easily trimmable.

**Open•Edge™**
- Top loading self-adhesive holder.
- Clarified, heavy duty, clear plastic.
- Barcode compatible, easily trimmable.

**EZ•Edge™**
- For "Pigeon Hole" Bins & Steel Shelving.
- Self-adhesive with BOTTOM GUIDE for easy installation. Clear front / Black back.

**for WIRE SHELVING & RACKS**

**Wire•Rac™**
- UV treated, barcode compatible.
- Retrofits standard 1¼" - 1½" face shelving.
- Variety of sizes available.

**Angle•Vu™**
- Three (3) different angles: 90° (flat), 60° & 30°.
- Retrofits standard 1¼" - 1½" face shelving.
- UV treated, barcode compatible.

**EZ•Post™**
- C-Channel fits most manufacturers 1" diameter vertical posts for wire shelving.
- Flexible, UV treated, bar code compatible.
for BINS & TOTES

**Tri•Dex™**
- Slide-in, tri-fold configuration seals and protects the label.
- Clear, barcode compatible, heavy duty material.

**Bin•Buddy™**
- Adheres to plastic/corrugated/metal containers.
- Bar code compatible, UV treated window protects the label from dirt and moisture.

**Bin•Clip™**
- Flexible Clip-on compression clamp.
- Can be utilized with a two-bin system.
- Barcode compatible.

**MAGNETICS**

**Card Holders**
- Assures total adhesion on any metal application.
- Heavy duty magnet, 5 widths.

**Write•On Tags**
- Wet OR Dry Wipe Off feature.
- Standard white in 3 widths / 50ft lengths.

**Plain / EZ•Mag™**
- Scissor cut or pre-scored options.
- Various widths in 50ft rolls.

**Roll Stock**
- Magnetic rolls can be easily cut to any final length.
- Available styles: plain, write-on, self-adhesive, c-channel.

**MORE COOL STUFF**

**Insert Sheets**
- Online templates.
- 50 sheets per pack. Instructions included.

**Specialty Holders**
- For ANY type of storage application.
- 13 specialty items to choose from.

**Additional Info**
- See Aigner’s ENTIRE Product Line & Distributor List at www.aignerlabelholder.com
- View Our Product Videos!